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- Collecting data via questionnaires for its 64 member countries
- Ensuring data quality and comparability
- Forming the basis for many analytical studies
- Providing a platform for discussing best practices and common solutions
Datasets
Core ITF Data Collections

- Capital Value
- Investment Spending
- Maintenance Spending
- IRTAD
  International Traffic Safety Data and Analysis Group
- Safer City Streets
  road safety database
- Road crashes, injuries and fatalities

ITF Databases

Transport Infrastructure

Transport Measurement

Transport Safety

Short Term Indicators

Freight

Passenger
Non-core ITF Data Collections

- ITF Transport Outlook
- Urban Access Framework
- ITF/Eurostat/UNECE Common Questionnaire
- India Mobility Model
- Performance Indicators
- More to come
Publications
ITF Statistics Briefs

ITF statistics brief present important observations of the global transport and mobility trends, using data and statistical analysis, to the international community of policymakers, practitioners, statisticians, and researchers.

- Trends in the Transport Sector Statistics Brief
- Trade and Transport Statistics Brief
- Spending on Transport Infrastructure Statistics Brief
- Key Transport Statistics
Transport Data Explorer
Transport Data Explorer
Rank, compare, explore country transport data

Country Rankings
Indicator Explorer Map
Indicator Explorer Graph
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